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Embracing Elegance and Efficiency:       
Apps Associates Accelerates Path to Oracle 
HCM Cloud’s New Redwood Experience

Design and Functionality: A Seamless Blend
Redwood’s new design elements include a palette of calming colors, 
modern icons, and clear, readable fonts. These elements are meticulously 
chosen to reduce visual fatigue and make navigation a breeze. The 
redesigned application toolbar now features avatar support, aligning 
perfectly with the rest of Oracle’s product ecosystem. The most notable of 
Redwood’s features, however, is the Unified Search. This tool revolutionizes 
the way users find information, offering hints and assistance as they type, 
leading to quicker and more accurate results.

Enhanced User Experience
Content visualization has been taken to the next level with the new zone 
layout controls, offering unparalleled flexibility in organizing information 
on-screen. The dashboard personalization is more dynamic than ever, with 
adjustable sizes and layouts that persist across sessions for a consistent 
experience. A key focus of Redwood is reducing ‘mouse mileage,’ 
enhancing the interface layout to minimize the physical effort required to 
navigate through tasks, thus saving time and reducing strain.

A Requirement for the Future
While new clients are encouraged to implement Redwood now, the 
expectation is all existing Oracle Customers HCM will adopt this state-of-
the-art UI by Early 2025.

Introducing Redwood:
A New Era for               
Oracle Cloud HCM
Oracle HCM has redefined the 
cloud user experience with the 
launch of Redwood, an initiative that 
breathes new life into its entire suite 
of solutions, including specialized 
sectors like Oracle Energy and 
Water. Redwood stands out as 
a comprehensive upgrade - it’s 
not just a fresh coat of paint but a 
thoughtful redesign of the entire 
user interface, ensuring that every 
interaction is more intuitive, efficient, 
and pleasing to the eye.

Apps Associates: Paving the Way to Redwood
Recognizing that the shift to a new user interface can be a complex process, especially with existing customizations, Apps 
Associates delivers a new service package “HCM - Reimagine with Redwood” that makes this transition smooth, cost effective, 
and worry-free.

Customization Analysis
Before any changes are made, Apps Associates performs a thorough analysis of your current customizations. Understanding 
the intricacies of your existing setup is crucial to ensure that no functionality is lost in the transition to Redwood.

Standard Redwood Upgrade Package
This package is designed to migrate all your eligible pages to the Redwood look and feel, ensuring that users can enjoy a 
consistent and updated interface across the board.
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Customization Upgrade Package
For those requiring a deeper level of service, the Customization Upgrade Package goes beyond aesthetics. It includes the 
standard Redwood upgrade and extends to refining and advancing custom features, ensuring that your unique business 
processes are not only preserved but also enhanced within the new Redwood environment.

Conclusion: Step Into the Future with Redwood
The introduction of the Redwood experience is a pivotal moment for Oracle Cloud services. It signifies a commitment to a cohesive, 
efficient, and aesthetically pleasing user interface. With strategic partners like Apps Associates, organizations can confidently 
embrace this change, knowing that their tailored solutions will not only transition smoothly into the Redwood experience but will 
also emerge more refined and user centric.

Oracle Cloud’s Redwood experience is not just a step forward; it’s a leap into a future where beauty and functionality converge to 
create exceptional user experiences. Step into the future with an experienced Oracle HCM Cloud Partner. Apps Associates has 
over 50 successful HCM implementations and a team of experts across industries. The Apps’ HCM Delivery Team is poised to be 
your partner for this journey.

We can get you up and running in as little as 5-weeks’ time with packages starting at $15K. Reach out to our Apps Associates HCM 
Team for a Demo, Package Details, and a brief discovery call.

Register Here

Apps Associates is a premier enterprise applications and technology 

advisor, counseling and executing across every stage of the enterprise 

transformation journey—not just the destination. For more than two 

decades, Apps Associates has closely collaborated with decision 

makers across nearly every industry, offering end-to-end integration, 

modernization, and cloud migration services. By helping to break down the 

silos within today’s most complex business challenges, Apps Associates is 

unlocking solutions and efficiencies that scale into future opportunities.

To learn more about how Apps Associates can help you align your 

business with the right technology, visit: www.appsassociates.com, or 

follow Apps Associates on social media on X and LinkedIn.
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